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Introduction

In an active experiment to study plasma dynamics in the auroral iono-

sphere, NASA sounding rocket 27.010 AE was launched on April 9, 1978 from Ft.

Churchill, Manitoba, Canada. The rocket carried an electron accelerator and a

full complement of plasma diagnostic devices including electric and magnetic

receivers, particle detectors and photometers. The accelerator was mounted on

the aft payload which remained attached to the rocket motor throughout the

flight. The diagnostic devices were arranged on various Throw Away Detectors

laterally ejected (TAD's) and a forwardly ejected payload. An important

experiment performed in this flight which this paper addresses exclusively

involved the 3 kHz modulation of the electron beam current at fixed voltage

and the subsequent detection of a 3 kHz signal by electric and magnetic recei-

vers on the forward payload at distances up to several kilometers away.

Following ejection of the forward payload at about 10 a/see and antenna

deployment the electron accelerator on the aft payload was operated in a mode

in which the current was modulated between Imin - 0 to 10 ma and I : 80 ma

at 3 kHz for 450 msec every 11 sec. Everyone of these accelerator modulation

.eriods (AMP's) ware detected by the forward payload in the electric VLF

spectrum. In this paper it will be demonstrated that a) the VLF spectrum was

sharply peaked at 3 kHz with no significant drifting during AMP's, b) there is

a measurable time delay between start of AMP and detection at the forward

payload of 1 to 2 tenths of a second, c) that the received AMP's are quite

structured in time possibly due to beam plasma discharge phenomena, and d)

that the AMP's are also visible in the magnetic spectrum but with time delays

which differ from the electric signals.

7
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Instrumentation

The aft payload was equipped with two Machlett EE-65 electron accelera-

tors which injected electron beams at 450 to the spin axis with a half cone

angle of about 5. Partial malfunction of the accelerator programmer caused a

variety of spontaneous program variations in flight. However, after a few

seconds the accelerator operation settled down and the AMP's appeared rela-

tively reliably throughout the flight. At 4 kV beam energy the maximum cur-

rent, IMa,, was about 80 milliamps. Modulation occurred between t max and

either 10 ma or 0 ma which could not be distinguished following the accelera-

tor program malfuntions. The DC current step operation of the accelerator

along with some of the particle observations have been described by Wilhelm et

al., 1980. Accelerators have also been flown on auroral zone rockets by

$Winckler, 1975 and 1976. The other relevant instruments included magnetic and

electric VLF receivers and antennas on the forward payload. These wave recei-

vers are similar to ones flown before (Koons and Pongrantz, 1979) and will be

briefly described here.

II The electric antenna consists of a pair of spherical probes separated by

275 meters on rigid booms mounted I to the spin axis. The magnetic antenna

consists of a ferrite rod with multiple windings mounted inside the forward

payload. Following preamps and AGC's both electric and magnetic signals up to

16 kHz were directly telemetered on a wideband channel to ground. The preamps

also fed fixed-frequency, narrow-band channel amplifiers with digital telemet-

ry oueputs. One of these narrow band filter channels was set at 3 kHz which

allowed accurate determination of absolute signal amplitudes for the 3 kHz

AMP's. All electronics in these receivers operated perfectly except that

8
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onboard EKI away from our range of interest caused the magnetic AGC to operate

in its least sensitive mode throughout the flight. Thus the broad band magne-

tic spectra are considerably more noisy than the electric.

Environmental Flight Conditions

*NASA flight 27.010 AE was launched at 04:51:10 UT April 9, 1978 from Ft.

Churchill at 152" azimuth and attained an apogee of 246 km at 255 sec after

launch. A brief breakup event had occurred about 1/2 hour prior to launch and

a bright arc existed just south of the zenith at launch. Ground photometric

measurements indicated an intensity of 70 - 100 kR throughout the flight

(Bernstein, private communication, 1978). The rocket entered the center of

the bright arc from below, penetrated the equatorward boundary near apogee and

remained in a quiet environment the remainder of the flight. D. Evans (pri-

vate communication, 1978) characterized the precipitated electron flux as

intense and energetic with a characteristic energy peak between 14 and 20 key

while the rocket was inside the arc. Thus the AMP's were performed under a

variety of auroral conditions.

Observations

Figure 1 shows a 25 second sequence of the electric VLF spectrum from 0

to 4 kHz. In this figure three AMP's are shown as indicated along the top.

Below each of these modulation periods are expanded electric amplitude - time

profiles of a narrowband filter centered at 3 kHz with a 10 Hz bandwidth. The

60 cycle harmonic bands in the lower portion of the spectrogram are artifacts

9
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of the original telemetry recording. At the time of figure 1 the forward

payload is about 1400 m away from the electron accelerator on the aft pay-

load. The three amplitude-time profiles also indicate that the received 3 kHz

signals are about the same length and not significantly longer than the 0.45

msec AMP. This, and the absence of rising or falling tones suggests that the

-local plasma was not unstable to nonlinear growth of this particular VLF

frequency. Thus, the received power can be attributed solely to that radiated

from the beam/plasma environment generated by the accelerator. The magnetic

spectrum during this 25 sec period also shows the 3 kHz AMP's but as mentioned

above an EKI problem caused the magnetic signal-to-noise to be lower; individ-

ual examples from the magnetic spectra will be shown later.

Figure 2 is an example of an individual VLF electric spectrum during an

AMP. This demonstrates the discrete nature of the received signal and that

the center frequency is indeed 3 kHz and has not drifted measurably. In this

figure the 3 kHz pulse width is less than the 1 Hz bandwidth. Using the

calibrated 3 kHz digital filter channel the peak AMP electric field strengths

were about 1 mv/m.

Careful time delay analysis was performed in which the digital telemetry

channel for the accelerator current from the aft payload was used as a timing

mark for the beginning of each AMP. The leading edge of significant power

increase in the 3 kHz channel from the digital telemetry was also measured.

However in many cases the timing of the leading edge of the received signal

was ambiguous because of other natural VLF phenomena such as sferics. Elimi-

ating all such ambiguous cases the time delays between start of AMP and onset

11
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I
of detection at the forward payload are shown in Figure 3. The gaps in Figure

3 are due to occasional irregularity of occurrance of AMP due to the accelera-

tor programmer troubles as mentioned before or to sferic interference with

leading edge or due to extremely low signal to noise. The propagation time

for the 3 kHz signal to reach the forward payload is often significantly

slower than for an electromagnetic wave which could not be resolved on this

time scale. The apparently systematic changes in the time delays shown in

this figure suggest that the signals are not simply space charge disturbances

eminating from the aft payload. The magnetic spectrum was too noisy to allow

this kind of 10 msec timing study in all but a few cases which will be discus-Ii
sed below.

*A narrow band filter of 5 Hz was used in Figure' 4 on the broadband VLF

* electric signal at 3 kHz to get a better look at the spiky nature of the

* received AMP signals. The complicated temporal nature of the received 3 kHz

power does not appear to be caused by the slow variation of either the injec-

ted pitch angle or the antenna angle to the magnetic field. The electric

dipole antenna was oriented nearly to both B and the line from the aft to

the forward payloads. Therefore all transverse electromagnetic (e.g., whist-

ler mode, etc.) signals arising from strictly nearby the neighborhood of the

accelerator would be seen with maximum efficiency.

The last figure shows a comparison between electric and magnetic VLF

spectra at two separate times during the flight. These figures clearly demon-

strate that the received electric and magnetic signals are not always coinci-

dent in time. In Figure 5a the magnetic signals appears to be slightly de-

layed from the electric signal but the differing power time profile may be

13
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consistent with the two being coincident. However figure 5b shows just the

opposite, namely that the magnetic signal leads the electric signal by about

0. 2 sec. These two cases are about 4 minutes apart and 5a occurs inside the

bright arc while 5b occurs equatorward of the arc. Also, the two payloads are

nearly on the same field line on the up leg but definitely on separate fi'eld

lines on the down leg.

Discussion

In this experiment we successfully radiated a discrete VLF frequency with

an electron beam. The radiation efficiency is difficult to calculate because

the beam itself was probably generating a beam plasma discharge (BPD). This

plasma physics problem is still under investigation by the 27.010 rocket

team. BPD has been reported on rocket flights using similar gun currents and

voltages (Galeev et al., 1976; Mishin and Ruzhin, 1978) and in the laboratory

under simulated ionospheric conditions (Bernstein et al., 1975; 1979). In a

BPD some of the beam energy goes into heating the plasma through the two stream or

other instability, but it is not clear just how this would affect the current

distribution in space which determines the radiation efficiency. At these

energies and currents BPD is ignited in the lab within a few tenths of a

millisecond consistent with the 3 kHz modulation rate (Bernstein, private

communication, 1980).

The electron accelerator delivered a peak DC power of (4kV) (80 ma) - 320

watts with an injection pitch angle which varied with respect to B between 0

and about 1350 as the rocket recessed. Thus the field line would act as

several stacked dipole radiators of effective length dependent on electron

17
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energy and injection angle. Furthermore, in this flight the receiving payload

was in the near field region for a whistler mode or ion acoustic wave where

the distance to the source was less than or the order of a wavelength. There-

fore to determine the antenna radiation pattern requires integration over each

dipole or simulated aperture which itself is constantly changing. In order to

do this with the beam in BPD would require integration over the electron

energy spectrum as well.

While this flight was complicated by accelerator program malfunctions and

may involve beam-plasma discharge phenomena it has nevertheless been shown

that modulated electron beams in the space plasma environment can be used as

discrete frequency VLF antennas.

18
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LABORATORY OPERATIONS

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation is conducting

experimental and theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and

application of scientific advances to new military concepts and systems. Ver-

satility and flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory

personnel In dealing with the many problems encountered in the nation's rapidly

developing space and missile systems. Expertise in the latest scientific devel-

opments is vital to the accomplishment of tasks related to these problems. The

laboratories that contribute to this research are:

Aerhgics Labortor: Launch and reentry aerodynamics, beat trans-
fer, reentry phs c, c e cal kinetics, structural mechanics, flight dynamics,
atmospheric pollution, and high-power gas lasers.

Chemistrytand Physics Laboratory: Atmospheric reactions and atmos-
pheric optic, chemical reactions in polluted atmospheres, chemical reactions
of excited species in rocket plumes, chemical thermodynamics, plasma and
laser-induced reactions, laser chemistry. propulsion chemistry, space vacum
and radiation effects on materials, lubrication and surface phenomena, photo-
sensitive materials and sensors, high precision laser ranging, and the appli-
cation of physics and chemistry to problems of law enforcement and biomedicine.

Electronics Research Laoratory: Electromagnetic theory, devices, and
propagation phoemena, including plasma electromagnetics; quantum electrosics,
lasers, and electro-optics; communication sciences, applied electronics, semi-
conducting, superconducting, and crystal device physics, optical and acoustical
imaging; atmospheric pollution; millimeter wave and far-infrared technology.

Materials Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materials; metal
matrix composites and new forms of carbon; test and evaluation of grapite
and ceramics in reentry; spacecraft materials and electronic components in
nuclear weapons environment; application of fracture mechanics to stress cor-
rosion and fatigue-induced fractures in structural metals.

Spico Sciences LAboratory: Atmospheric and ionospheric physics, radia-
tios frothe atmosphere, density and composition of the atmosphere, aurorae
and airglow; magnetospheric physics, cosmic rays, generation and propagation
of plasma waves in the magnetosphere; solar physics, studies of solar magnetic
fields; space astronomy, x-ray astronomy; the effects of nuclear explosions,
magnetic storms, and solar activity on the earth's atmosphere, Ionosphere. and

IJ magnetosphere; the effects of optical, electromagnetic. and particulate radia-
tions in space on space systems.
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